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Abstract

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) do not have a fixed infrastructure and consist of sensor nodes that perform sensing and communicating tasks. The WSNs have large application spectrum such as habitat monitoring, military surveillance, and target tracking, where sensor nodes may operate distributed in highly dynamic environments. Battery-constrained sensor nodes may aggregate the sensed data, localize themselves, and route the packets in an energy-efficient and decentralized manner to enable running the applications. Agents are capable of independent and autonomous action, so that they can successfully carry out tasks that have been delegated to them, thus agent-based approaches are very suitable to apply as the solution of the problems occurring in WSNs. So far many agent-based approaches were proposed for WSNs. This paper surveys the agent technologies for sensor networks by providing a classification, objectives and costs of these approaches with the open research problems. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that covers the intersection of the agent technology and sensor networks from a wide perspective.
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1. Introduction

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs), containing self-organizing and cooperating low-power sensing nodes [1] have attracted the academia and the industry due to their wide range of large-scale applications in the last decade. Battlefield surveillance, chemical contaminant detection, microclimate control, and environmental monitoring are some important application types of WSNs. As an example, many sensor nodes can be deployed in an optimized manner [2] or randomly in a forest to track the movements of a flock of animals or to detect and localize the place of a fire where the environment is dynamic. The nodes operate in a distributed and energy-efficient way to construct a network architecture [3] for forwarding the sensed data, to make localization for tracking the targeted objects [4], to maintain a fault-tolerant topology in case of malfunctions, to aggregate the sensed data for reducing the number of transmitted messages, etc.

An agent is a computer system that is situated in some environment, and which has a capability of acting autonomously in this environment to meet its design objectives [5]. Agents autonomously sense the environment and respond accordingly. There is a need for a selection of criteria in an environment to establish an agent-based system. According to Gerhard [5], firstly, the environment has to be open, highly dynamic, uncertain, or complex. Thus agents are very suitable to be deployed in the sensor network environment, where many approaches were proposed to solve the well-known problems in sensor networks by using agents [6-8].

In this survey, we provide a detailed classification of agent technologies with the open research issues for sensor networks. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that surveys the agent-based solutions for sensor networks by a detailed classification. There are some other survey papers related to agent approaches for sensor networks [6-8]; however, these lack a comprehensive classification of the agent technologies.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we give the classification method of agent technologies for sensor networks. We present the approaches of agent-based technologies in Section 3. In Section 4, we explain the open research issues and finally the paper is concluded in Section 5.
2. Classification of Agent Technologies for Sensor Networks

An agent, according to its native concept of use in computer science, is abstractly a combination of computer software and data. Based on their first attitude of being autonomous, which mainly means for agents to be able to act without a human owner even in dynamic environments, and their specialized capability to move or conceptually to migrate between computers, native mobile agents are kind of software agents in their terminological sense. However, concerning the use of agent technologies with today’s ubiquitous computing paradigms, WSN applications have been using the 'agent' term in more various contexts. Basically, mobile agents in WSNs are referred to either mobile processes including software codes with/without states, or mobile devices with/without special hardware supports.

In this section, we classify the agent technologies for sensor networks in three categories: mobile software agents, mobile hardware agents, and sensor nodes as agents. Related surveys focus on sensor nodes as agents [6,8] and mobile software agents [7]; they dissect these subjects well but do not mention about hardware agents and do not provide a general point of view.

2.1 Mobile Software Agents

Mobile software agents used in WSNs are semantically the classical software agents, which are specifically written to run autonomously in adaptive sensor environments. Mobile software agents, as the software codes, can be used as generic agent middleware platforms embedded in sensors or they can be used as separate frameworks integrated within the sensor network application. A mobile software agent in a sensor network is the executable process with its state and code, and it can migrate from a sensor to another one in the network. In a WSN, different mobile software agents may be constructed for individual utility tasks, which work cooperatively to accomplish the main objective of the network application.

2.2 Mobile Hardware Agents

Mobile hardware agents are specialized devices, which can traverse the network to collect information from ordinary sensor nodes for various purposes [9]. These devices are powerful hardware units of processing, memory, communication, and mobility capabilities. Mobile hardware agents can be unmanned vehicles, robots, or any other powerful devices.

2.3 Sensor Nodes as Agents

Each sensor node may be modeled as an agent, which may reason about their environment using sensor data in an autonomous manner. Therefore, they are suitable for sensor-based applications in distributed and decentralized environments and the individual agents in the network aim at achieving systemwide goals.

3. Agent Technologies for Sensor Networks

Figure 1 depicts the agent-based approaches in this section as shown. We classify the agent technologies into three main categories and detailed taxonomy of these are shown in Figure 1. Mobile software agents can be used in two groups as agent-based middlewares and applications without any agent-based middlewares and applications. Mobile hardware approaches are grouped in three different types as communication protocols, localization algorithms, and energy harvesting algorithms. According to their
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individual missions, ordinary sensor nodes are modeled as agents to handle data sampling, task assignment, and communication in distributed sensor networks.

### 3.1 Mobile Software Agents

Mobile software agents can be seen as a special computer program that has the ability to decide on the time and place to migrate between the sensor nodes. When the agent chooses to migrate to another node in the WSN, it logically transports its state and code to the destination and pursues its objective as keeping on executing its code on that node.

Generic working principles of mobile software agents within sensor networks are depicted in Figure 2. According to the architectural differences in WSNs’ topologies, the agents’ operational processes on data gathering and data dissemination in WSN may change. For example, within a cluster-based hierarchical WSN, clusterheads may instantiate the agents. On the other side, within a flat WSN, only the sink node may be able to create an agent as shown in Figure 2. There may also be a tree-based WSN infrastructure in which the parents and/or some special aggregator nodes are the only nodes to construct the mobile software agents. In any kind of WSN infrastructure, a mobile software agent is constructed in a place with its code and initial status, and then it migrates on target areas within the WSN.

In Figure 2, a small part of a cluster-based WSN and a small part of unclustered flat WSN topologies with client/server-based and mobile agent-based communication schemas are drawn. In clustered WSNs, a mobile agent is usually created by the cluster leader to be sent to the cluster members to collect the possible information. Then, the agent may use its specific capability on specific aggregation functions by migrating between the neighbor member nodes. Only one agent may traverse the cluster territory and bring the aggregated sensed data to the leader. In flat WSN topologies, a mobile agent is usually created by the sink node and traverses the network adaptively. Finally, the agent collects and transfers the sensors’ data to the sink.

**Figure 2:** Mobile software agents.
If the client/server-based messaging approach drawn as in Figure 2 is used, the communication bandwidth will be consumed inefficiently compared to the agent-based approach. The mobile software agent use in WSN reduces the message traffic, and gives an opportunity to save energy. Besides, agent-based paradigms may allow more efficient memory use in sensors. Due to local memory and processor constraints in sensor nodes, to embed and to run different codes in nodes are expensive or sometimes infeasible; therefore, the agent utilization allows dynamic applications to be deployed on the same WSN [7].

The mobile software agents are used with sensor networks in two different approaches: application-integrated codes or frameworks without a middleware layer support and mobile agent middleware frameworks. The summary of these approaches is given in Table 1.

### 3.1.1 Mobile Agents without Middleware Support

Mobile software agents usually need middleware architecture to cooperatively work for the common WSN application. However, some approaches that use agents in the sensor networks directly use the agents without the support of generic middleware architecture. Instead, they only use a kind of a code framework or a middleware-like platform. Due to the lack of a well-defined middleware layer in this design, the software agents might be seen as functional services, the use of agents might be seen as a tool, and the implementation of such a design might just be seen as software code utilities for the WSN.

Shakshuki et al. [10] proposes software-agent-based directed diffusion approach to increase the node lifetime by reducing the energy costs caused by message communication in directed diffusion approaches used in WSN. The main difference between software-agent-based directed diffusion and the usual directed diffusion without any agent use is that the first uses agent-based paradigm for the diffusion messages, whereas the latter uses a client/server-based paradigm. Shakshuki et al. [10] use stationary and mobile agents. A stationary agent makes its associated sensor node know its neighbors’ information; on the other hand, a mobile agent visits the stationary agents and gets the related node information to decide for the optimal routing path of that node based on the neighbors’ battery cost. According to their simulation results, agent-based diffusion approach is better than classic-directed diffusion in terms of connectivity, energy consumption, latency, and load balancing criteria.

As those good performance results show, agent-based system suggestion Shakshuki et al. [10] may be used for directed diffusion applications in WSN. However, it is not a generic middleware platform and does not provide a middleware layer to support the adaptive software agents to handle sensor applications. The authors indicate their future work so as to make their agents be realized on motes with TinyOS, which is a good roadmap to make the design be used by various WSN applications. In our view, instead of using a different kind of bundle of separate code modules, implementing the suggested design within a well-known middleware framework may also be a complementary action for agent-supported mote application designers.

### 3.1.2 Mobile Agent Middleware

The mobile software agent middleware framework embedded within a sensor network is the fundamental agent-based programming platform of the network. This framework mainly provides the software migration between the sensors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Design objectives</th>
<th>Pros and cons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shakshuki et al. [10]</td>
<td>To increase the network lifetime for directed diffusion</td>
<td>An agent-based approach with good energy performance; but not a generic middleware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agilla [11]</td>
<td>To provide a mobile-agent-based platform on TinyOS motes</td>
<td>A realistic middleware with strong migration in use and different applications can run simultaneously</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SensorWare [12]</td>
<td>To create mobile control scripts and provide them with movement in WSN</td>
<td>Multiuser support for dynamical programming; but no agents, weak migration of scripts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart messages [13]</td>
<td>To provide a distributed computing platform for networks of embedded systems</td>
<td>Lightweight; but not a WSN-specific middleware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISEMAN [14]</td>
<td>To combine wave system architecture with WSNs for agent use</td>
<td>Task coordination is focused simply by agents; however, task functionalities are left to nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freitas et al. [15]</td>
<td>To build a reflective middleware for heterogeneous WSNs</td>
<td>Multi-agent-based reasoning support in WSNs; however, the system is targeted for WSNs including different types of devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AgentScape [16]</td>
<td>To present a multi-layered semantics-ready sensor architecture</td>
<td>Generic sensor interface and database interface support, promising popular use after ZigBee and IEEE 802.15.4 interfaces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>To support code distribution in between sensors, such as Mate [17], XNP [18], Deluge [19], and Impala [20]</td>
<td>Utility code bundles as middleware-like frameworks without any agent-based paradigm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Agilla [11], is the most popular agent-based middleware framework for WSNs. Agilla middleware, as shown in Figure 3, can be run as a separate layer above the TinyOS operating system. With the help of Agilla middleware, one or more mobile agents that coordinate with each other are used in the network to achieve a specific goal. Agilla helps in simplifying the deployment of adaptive WSN applications in order to make implementations easily programmable and make network flexible. Mobile software agents in the system are programmed by assembly-like programming language that provides some high-level instructions to handle complex tasks. Agilla, through one instruction, can realize the agents’ movement between sensor nodes by carrying only the code, which is called as weak migration, or by cloning the code and the state together, which is called as strong migration. In Agilla’s main design, the new instructions cannot be integrated to a deployed network; however, Fok et al. declare it as a future plan [11]. New agents can be adapted to sensor nodes, or new application deployments can behave in the dynamic network environment. As shown within the layered architecture in Figure 3, Agilla maintains local tuple space and neighbor list for sensor nodes to coordinate agent communication. Multiple Agilla agents assigned for different tasks can be run simultaneously in the same WSN. Fire tracking or battlefield area application goals can be satisfied by using Agilla’s efficient and reliable services.

SensorWare [12] is a middleware framework designed for wireless ad-hoc sensor networks. SensorWare framework is not defined as an agent-based implementation since no agent is used in. However, SensorWare can be seen as an agent-like system due to its use of mobile executable control scripts, which are similar to agent codes. Through those mobile scripts, the WSN can dynamically be programmed by multiple users by injecting predefined instructions. Even the system is not a mobile agent middleware; its design objective is similar to agent middleware due to SensorWare’s capability on migration of the scripts to different nodes, to enable dynamic deployment of distributed tasks in a WSN. Nevertheless, due to the lack of a mobile agent middleware paradigm, that similarity is limited with only weak migration, therefore, only the script code modules with no state concept of agent-based paradigm are transferred in WSN.

Smart Messages [13] is a distributed computing platform for networks of embedded systems. As it is declared by Kang et al. [13], it uses the ideas of migrating execution and mobile agents. A Smart Message (SM) in the system is a distributed program, which migrates with its code and execution state. A virtual machine supports the cooperative execution of SMs even in dynamic network configurations. In SM programming, the migration is explicit to the programmer, and so the programmer knows the time and the target to migrate the SM. The SM migrations are lightweight and use a shared memory. However, in the implementation of SM transfer phase, Transmission Control Protocol is used for a reliable communication between neighbor nodes. On the receipt of the proper acknowledgment, SM is transferred from the source to the destination. In our opinion, this mechanism may not be suitable for WSNs for the following reasons: after the transfer is completed, SMs create a new thread above the virtual machine within the destination node, which may not be effective for resource-constrained sensor networks. The SMs is neither a WSN-specific middleware nor a mobile agent middleware.

WISEMAN, later as named by Chen et al. [7], is described by Gonzales et al. [14] with its initial architectural design concepts. WISEMAN, which supports not only the SensorWare’s capability of coarse-grained task coordination but also the Agilla’s functionality on resource-limited nodes, seems to be a powerful agent-processing platform [7]. Gonzales et al. [14] combines wave system architecture with WSNs and uses WAVE programming language for agent migration implementation in WSNs. The authors propose a coarse-grain approach to keep the agent code compact and to make the agent just focus on the distributed task controls. The application-specific task definitions are left to be embedded in sensor nodes. A general view of a mobile software agent use in WISEMAN middleware as depicted in Figure 4 illustrates that some tasks among the three application-specific missions are loaded in the nodes and the distributed coordination of related tasks is controlled by the agent. In our opinion, this architecture is simple and has good performance for mobile agent-based distributed cooperation in WSNs, however, it may not be suitable for general WSN applications, because some complex functionalities for general-aimed
applications may need large amounts of resources to be stored, and this may be infeasible for all nodes. On the other hand, WISEMAN middleware may logically be a true choice if an application-specific design is chosen for the whole sensor network architecture, and if the nodes are locally capable to store and run the application-specific predefined tasks possibly available on the mote operating system.

Heterogeneous sensor networks as well as homogenous ones for general applications may need to adapt to different application scenarios by the node change on configuration and mission during runtime, because, adaptability is a basic point for the long lifetime and proper deployment of network in highly dynamic environments. Freitas et al. [15] collect user requirements as missions and translate them to network environment or node capabilities for reasoning about this information. Multi-agent approach is applied during the adaptation and reasoning process of the system. Freitas et al. [15] also uses high-level mission description language (MDL) to specify required desires and constraints. This language has an advantage over Agilla’s approach by representing mission goals of agents in the system that reason around the environment. For example, an area surveillance system should find unauthorized vehicles in the restricted area. When a ground sensor sends a signal about an unauthorized vehicle, Unmanned Area Vehicles (UAVs) that carry visible-light cameras should detect the related vehicle. However, the change of weather conditions may prevent UAVs to operate properly. At that moment, middleware starts to run for adaptation of mission completion and infrared cameras continue to complete the task instead of visible-light cameras. In our opinion, this middleware may not be used fully in homogenous sensor network infrastructures; however, its contribution on combining the reasoning concept through multi-agent approach with WSN applications is important.

Harman et al. [16] proposes a multi-layered semantics-ready sensor architecture, AgentScape, which extends a multi-agent platform by supplying generic services to access sensors and store sensor data. By this approach, different sensor and database types could be considered by user agents. AgentScape architecture supports the virtual sensor-based data with the combination of real sensor signals. The main components within AgentScape middleware are shown in Figure 5 as follows: AgentScape operating system (AOS) kernel, agent server, host manager, location manager, and web service gateway. Agents in this architecture reside in defined locations and communicate with other agents and services that are external software systems hosted by the middleware. The design issue of this architecture includes a middleware kernel that implements primary mechanisms, high-level middleware services that implement agent-specific operations, and external directory services. Agent-servers, host and location managers, and a web service gateway are defined as agent-specific operations. Hosts run on locations that have location managers. Location manager manages location’s hosts and every host executes a host manager that manages middleware components on itself. Each host can run one or more agent servers to host agents. Agent servers provide a runtime environment for agents. The goals of AgentScape used within sensor environment are to supply a generic sensor interface for agents’ access, to provide a generic database interface for storing, and to combine different sensors’ data for determining them in other ways as agent-web service coordination. In our opinion, if future plans of the ZigBee and IEEE 802.15.4 interfaces’ integration to the current system in [16] are realized, the system may be popular in use for many WSN applications due to its ready-to-use condition.

There are also some other applications or middleware-alike frameworks, which are not based on agent technologies but are used as the initials of distributed
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code execution platforms in WSNs. We do not include them in any of our three main agent technology categories classified here. For example, Mate [17] is a communication-centric virtual machine designed for sensor networks as an interpreter run-on nodes.

Although Mate is not a middleware, Mate programming language is the inspiration point of Agilla’s assembly-like instructions. Another example is XNP [18] platform, which is not agent-based but is used for distributing codes on TinyOS-supported sensor motes. Deluge [19] is another middleware that presents the code transferring without the use of agent paradigm. As a last example, Impala [20] also provides the native code distribution over WSN without agents. The main drawback of these code bundles is the lack of ability to run different applications simultaneously in the sensor network since the codes should be installed into all nodes of the WSN [11]. In our opinion, that is an important reason to switch to agent-based paradigms for code migrations in WSNs.

Table 1 summarizes the mobile software agent technologies described in Section 3.1, where the main design objective of each approach is pointed out briefly and the pros and cons are briefly explained based on the agent paradigm used in the approach together with its possible use in sensor networks.

### 3.2 Mobile Hardware Agents

The proposed approaches based on mobile hardware agents in the literature can be divided into three classes as: communication protocols, localization, and energy harvesting algorithms. The summary of these approaches is given in Table 2 at the end of the section. We will explain these approaches in the following sections.

#### 3.2.1 Communication Protocols

Tong et al. proposed an architecture for large-scale low-power sensor networks referred to as sensor networks with mobile agents (SENMA) [9]. A predominant concern for sensor networks is energy efficiency. Frequent multi-hop relaying of the sensed data may consume the battery of the nodes quickly. Besides, the communication processing overhead caused by routing and Medium Access Control (MAC) protocols of a flat ad hoc network may be very large. Moreover, in flat ad hoc networks, authors stated that most of the transmissions are between low-lying antenna where signal decays at the fourth power of distance. SENMA targets to solve these problems by introducing mobile hardware agents as the receiving terminals in data collection. SENMA provides MAC and physical layer designs for communication between sensor nodes and mobile agents. In this design, the mobile agents execute sophisticated algorithms, whereas the MAC and physical layer mechanisms executed by ordinary nodes are simple. A slotted time division multiplexing is used in SENMA for communication between mobile agents and sensor nodes. The mobile hardware agents transmit a beacon at the beginning of each slot to achieve synchronization with sensor nodes. Ordinary nodes listen to this beacon and transmit their packet based on opportunistic ALOHA. The mobile agents can be flying airplanes where there may be a free space between sensor nodes and mobile hardware agent devices. In this case, the signal only decays as the second power of distance during transmis-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Design objectives</th>
<th>Pros and cons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SENMA [9]</td>
<td>Constructing an architecture including medium access and physical layer</td>
<td>Simple medium access and physical layer for sensor nodes but cost of agents with advanced hardware for algorithm execution and mobility support.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-SENMA [21]</td>
<td>Clustered approach of SENMA</td>
<td>Simple medium access and physical layer for sensor nodes but cost of agents with advanced hardware for algorithm execution and mobility support.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MULEs [22]</td>
<td>Constructing an architecture for data collection by mobile hardware agents with random paths</td>
<td>Simple data collection mechanism but cost of hardware support for MULEs and high data routing latency to the base stations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diehl et al. [23]</td>
<td>Improves Shah’s approach [22] by defining effective data collection paths</td>
<td>Energy-efficient data collection mechanism by hardware agents but cost of agents with advanced hardware support to calculate and move to effective paths for data collection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McLaughlan and Akkaya. [24]</td>
<td>Agents move and locate to cover the sensor nodes by maintaining a k-hop independent set</td>
<td>A dynamic communication infrastructure but cost of agents with advanced hardware for mobility support.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melodia et al. [25]</td>
<td>An event-driven clustering framework where the problem is formulated by integer programming</td>
<td>An event-driven dynamic communication infrastructure but cost of agents with advanced hardware for algorithm execution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pathirana et al. [26]</td>
<td>Localization with an agent by applying extended Kalman filter on received signals</td>
<td>Simple and accurate localization but cost of an agent with an advanced hardware for executing complicated algorithms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee et al. [27]</td>
<td>Localization with an agent by processing the images of sensor nodes</td>
<td>Simple and accurate localization but cost of a hardware agent with image processing capability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rahimi et al. [28]</td>
<td>Energy harvesting by energy producing agents</td>
<td>Network lifetime is guaranteed but 40% of the nodes should be energy-producing agents.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Even though collection of the sensed data by the mobile hardware agents in SENMA significantly decreases the energy consumption of the communication in a sensor network, further reductions may be possible. Lotfinezhad et al. improved the SENMA as C-SENMA by introducing clustering operation [21]. In C-SENMA, the ordinary nodes are grouped into clusters such that they only communicate with the nearest clusterhead. The data aggregation and communication to the mobile hardware agents are carried by clusterheads. Cluster formation is triggered by the mobile agents periodically. Each node selects itself as a clusterhead with a fixed probability of \( p_c \). After a node is chosen as clusterhead, it broadcasts an advertisement message to its neighbors. Each ordinary node joins into the cluster of the nearest clusterhead by approximating the distances based on received signal strength of the advertisement messages. After the completion of the clusters, Time Division Multiple Access is used for the intracluster communication. When a clusterhead collects all data from its members, it performs a data aggregation and contends for the reachback channel to send the data to the mobile agent. The authors showed that by using this scheme, the network energy expenditure can be reduced more than 80% compared to the unclustered approach. An example operation of the C-SENMA is illustrated in Figure 6b. In SENMA shown in Figure 6a, all the nodes contend for the reachback channel, on the other hand in C-SENMA, only the clusterheads participate in the contention as shown in Figure 6b. Thus the number of message transmissions between sensor nodes and mobile agents, shown with dashed lines in Figure 6b, is reduced to the number of clusters. For example, when the number of clusters is \( \sqrt{n} \) for a network with \( n \) nodes, the transmission number in clustered approach is asymptotically improved from \( O(n) \) to \( O(\sqrt{n}) \) compared to the unclustered approach.

Shah et al. proposed an architecture to maintain the connectivity in sparse sensor networks [22]. The architecture has three layers in which randomly distributed sensor nodes collect data from the environment in the bottom layer. The middle layer is composed of the mobile agents, which are defined Mobile Ubiquitous LAN Extensions (MULEs) wherein they move randomly and communicate with the sensor nodes to receive the data collected from the environment. MULEs forward these data to the top layer which includes access points. The authors showed that their architecture can maintain the connectivity on sparse networks. Diehl et al. argued that if mobile agents move on a planned path instead of randomly, then the energy consumption of the sensor nodes will decrease [23]. The authors stated that given the restricted travel time due to the limited energy budget, the mobile agent may not able to reach the location of every sensor node to minimize the power consumption of the sensor nodes and to maximize their lifetimes. To achieve this goal, two new schemes, clustering-based and minimum spanning tree-based path planning, are proposed. Clustering-based scheme groups the nodes into clusters and then the agent visits the center of each cluster. In minimum spanning tree-based scheme, the agent starts with a minimum spanning tree with location of all sensor nodes and then dynamically removes edges according to its residual energy. Figure 7 shows the effect of the path planning to the data collection in sensor networks. The
mobile agent moves in a random walk pattern in Figure 7a and cannot cover eight sensor nodes. With a clustering-based path, the number of uncovered nodes by the agent is reduced to two as shown in Figure 7b. Intuitively, it can be seen in Figure 7 that the mobile hardware agent following a predetermined path may move more than the one following a predetermined path in order to cover all of the sensor nodes.

A mobile hardware agent can move from one location to another for providing a communication infrastructure. McLaughlan et al. proposed a \( k \)-hop independent dominating-set-based algorithm to place agents in such a way that the coverage of agents is maximized and the data gathering is minimized [24]. The coverage is defined as the total number of sensors under the action ranges of all agents divided by the total number of sensors in the region. A dominating set (DS) \( S \) is a subset of \( V \) such that each vertex not in \( V \) is adjacent to at least one vertex in \( S \). A \( k \)-independent dominating set (\( k \)-IDS) is a set of dominators such that any two dominators in the set are not adjacent of each other and a dominatee node is at most \( k \)-hops away from at least one of the dominators [24]. Authors proposed a distributed algorithm to construct the \( k \)-IDS in which, some of the nodes advertise themselves as dominators by broadcasting DOMINATOR message to their \( k \)-hop neighbors based on a computed probability. This probability depends on the number of received ALIVE messages from the neighbors. If a node receives a DOMINATOR message, it will be dominated by the originator of this message. The dominators are also clusterheads in this scheme. The nodes at the border of the clusters broadcast BORDER messages. The message complexity of the distributed algorithm is \( O(s) \), where \( s \) is the number of dominators. A 2-IDS is depicted in Figure 8 where mobile agents are the dominators. In Figure 8, there are three dominators and 28 ordinary nodes. Any ordinary sensor node in this figure is at most two hops away from at least one of the three dominators. For example, Node 9 can communicate with Node 29 via the path Node 9 \( \rightarrow \) Node 9 \( \rightarrow \) Node 3 \( \rightarrow \) Node 29. Through their simulations, the authors showed that their algorithm provides up to 40% increase in coverage and 25% decrease in end-to-end delay compared to random-proximity-based clustering algorithm.

Other mathematical models than graph theory can be used by agents for constructing a communication infrastructure. Melodia et al. proposed an event-driven clustering framework in which cluster formation is triggered by an event so that clusters are created dynamically to react to the event optimally [25]. The authors divided the problem into two sub-problems: Sensor–agent coordination problem and agent–agent coordination problem. The objective of the sensor–agent coordination problem is to find the data aggregation trees from all sensor nodes that reside in the event area to the appropriate agents and it is formulated as an integer linear program. The objective of the agent–agent coordination problem is to select the best agent to perform appropriate action in the event area. This problem is formulated as a mixed integer non-linear program and an auction-based localized solution is presented.

### 3.2.2 Localization Algorithms

Localization in sensor networks involves determining the location of the sensor node based on other nodes’...
coordinates [29]. Pathirana et al. [26] proposed that a mobile hardware agent can traverse the network to collect the signals from sensor devices to localize them as shown in Figure 9a. Pathirana et al. stated that the computational requirements for localization of sensor devices can be reduced by using mobile hardware agents. Besides, they stated that since the agent receiver is mobile, the fading noise in received signal strength measurements can be statistically eliminated over a period of time. Moreover, the localization technique can be more sophisticated since processing is performed by the agent. They proposed applying a robust extended Kalman filter-based state estimator for node localization. The localization accuracy of their algorithm is approximately 1 m measured from the real experiments. Their algorithm performs better than the previous algorithms where the localization accuracies are within 3 m. Lee et al. proposed a vision-based technique for localization in sensor networks [27]. Different than the Pathirana et al.’s approach in Figure 9a, motion plane is parallel to the sensor nodes plane and the agent device is equipped with a camera as shown in Figure 9b. The mobile hardware agent uses the camera for processing the images of sensor nodes. Lee et al. studied two scenarios in which the agent knows its global coordinates or does not have this information. Besides, they proposed neighbor discovery schemes and used this information in discovering the topology of the network.

3.2.3 Energy Harvesting Algorithms

In many proposed approaches for sensor networks, it is assumed that the batteries cannot be replaced or recharged [30]. Rahimi et al. proposed that some of the specialized nodes are autonomously mobile, allowing them to move in search of the energy, recharge and

![Figure 8: Mobile hardware agents for providing communication infrastructure.](image)

![Figure 9: Mobile hardware agents for localization.](image)
deliver the energy to immobile, energy-depleted nodes [28] wherein this term is called energy harvesting. Rahimi et al. assume that the energy consumption of the network is non-uniformly distributed. Therefore, energy producer mobile agents should recharge the consumer nodes in an efficient manner to prevent the energy starvation in some portion of the network. To solve this problem, the sensing area is divided into energy cells as shown in Figure 10, where energy cell is defined as the territory of each agent. The number of static sensor nodes, the rate of their energy consumption, and available environmental energy determines the number of agents per cell. The mobile energy producer agents may use solar energy for recharging themselves. It is shown that if 40% of the total nodes are producers, the network lifetime is guaranteed. An example operation is depicted in Figure 10 in which the sensing area is divided into six cells wherein eight nodes are energy-producing mobile hardware devices. These agent devices are responsible for harvesting energy to the nodes in their cells. In the PlantCare project by Sigurdsson et al., mobile hardware agents are used for energy producers [31]. The authors stated that the power to the passive nodes can be delivered in a variety of forms: A sufficiently agile robot could replace weak batteries with fresh ones or inductive recharging could be used.

Table 2 summarizes the mobile hardware agent technologies described in Section 3.2, wherein the main design objectives together with their pros and cons are given for each approach.

3.3 Sensor Nodes as Agents

This section covers the approaches which model sensor nodes as agents. Table 3 shows the summary of these approaches.

3.3.1 Data Sampling Algorithms

Sensor nodes may adjust their sensing (sampling)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Design objectives</th>
<th>Pros-Cons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Backcasting [33]</td>
<td>Adaptive data sampling by communicating with the base station</td>
<td>Energy-efficient data sampling but centralized approach controlled by the base station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SORA [34]</td>
<td>Adaptive data sampling by Wellman’s market-oriented programming</td>
<td>Energy-efficient data sampling but centralized approach where the price of each action is set by the central coordinator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USAC [35]</td>
<td>Adaptive data sampling and routing</td>
<td>Energy-efficient data sampling but confidence interval value remains static throughout the systems’ operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kho [32]</td>
<td>Decentralized adaptive sampling</td>
<td>Energy-efficient data sampling but transmitting rate and schedule is fixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kho’s routing [36]</td>
<td>Fixed and flexible routing</td>
<td>Flexible routing delivers more packets but does not scale well</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stranders et al. [37]</td>
<td>Coordination approach for mobile sensors to collect data</td>
<td>Mobile sensor nodes quickly find the events but when the number of nodes increase, movement paths to necessary locations decrease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le et al. [38]</td>
<td>Task assignment</td>
<td>Solution to task assignment problem by using agents but sensors should be static and missions are independent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Summary of sensor nodes as agents
capabilities in order to improve their energy management. A node may schedule its sampling interval based on its past set of observed data and the set of data that it believes it will observe, so as to achieve the networks goals [32]. Willett et al.'s [33] backcasting adaptive sampling algorithm needs a small subset of sensor nodes to communicate with a base station. The base station may activate additional nodes in order to decrease the error ratio. The key idea behind the backcasting is that many sensor nodes may not need to be activated since they measure the correlated data. The authors analyzed the potential of adaptive sampling in the context of field estimation wherein it is assumed that total of \( n \) sensor nodes are uniformly deployed. It is shown that in a smooth field with an array of \( 100 \times 100 \) sensors, this method can reduce the energy consumption by nearly a factor of 10 with the same accuracy achieved when all sensors are activated.

Mainland et al. [34] determined self-organizing resource allocation (SORA) as an approach that nodes make data sampling to maximize their profit by taking energy-efficient actions. This approach is inspired by Wellman’s work on market-oriented programming [39]. In this approach, each useful action, like recording meaningful sensor data or forwarding messages, has a price. The price of each action is set by the central coordinator who determines the global behavior of the network. Each node has a budget that may be consumed by the actions that it can take. In SORA, each node monitors its local state and its price vector (a list including price of each action) to select the best action that maximizes its utility. The authors showed that SORA consumes less energy than static and dynamic scheduling.

Padhy et al. [35] defined a utility-based sensing and communication model (USAC) that included sensing and communication protocols by the decentralized control of the system. USAC has two main features: a mechanism for adaptive sampling, and a routing protocol. In the adaptive sampling approach, each node in USAC arranges the frequency of sampling rate according to observations. If the predicted data of observations are out of the confidence interval, sampling rate increases. Otherwise, sampling rate decreases to yield energy efficiency.

Kho et al. [36] developed two different decentralized algorithms to solve the problem of communication in wireless visual sensor networks where each node acts as an agent. In the first algorithm (fixed routing), route from nodes to the base station is not changed. In the second algorithm, route between nodes and base station is not fixed. To sense, route and forward messages, three types of messages are used. First type of message contains node sampling data. Other messages called coordination messages are meta-data messages and control messages. Meta-data messages include content of visual data with the number of samples during the production of data. Control messages allocate resources to supply sufficient energy consumption. Sending control messages before actual data messages increases necessary data rate for the base station. In fixed-routing, there is only one predefined unique path between a node and the base station. In flexible-routing, an arbitrary path has been selected for routing the data by the nodes. There are levels for each node to indicate the distance between node and the base station. Nodes belonging to the third level have three-hop distance to the base station. Each node sends its data to a node that is nearer to the base station. Therefore, a tree-structured routing mechanism has been constructed in the network. Transmission, routing costs, and process time during sampling have been compared between these approaches. Flexible routing transmits data twice according to fixed routing. However, communication and computation during sampling costs are 100 times more for flexible routing. The more nodes the network has, the more efficiency obtained by the fixed routing.

Stranders et al. [37] proposed a coordination mechanism that enables the sensors to learn the environmental parameters online from their collected information. To observe the environment dynamically, Gaussian processes that are used to inference about functions have been used for location awareness of sensors and replan paths for sensor nodes. Sensors have to be continuously adapted to the environment. Previous observations have to be collected to infer about the environment. Time-dependent variations are also important for momentarily changing environments such as the increase of temperature in an environment. Authors used autonomous learning agents to handle these problems. These agents measure the environment and exchange observation information with other agents in a decentralized manner. The collective information
helps agents to decide their path planning and by the share of location information, agents move to the less informative parts of the environment.

3.3.3 Task Assignment Algorithms

Sensor networks obtain multiple sensors over a wide area connected through a communication network. Coordination of usage of critical resources (sensors, communication cost, and power) is a main concern in environmental monitoring of sensor networks [40]. In this kind of environments, mission-based and organizational issues have to be managed in the existence of conflicts in the system. Every sensor node should know that it is a small part of a larger organization and that it may need to satisfy more global goals at the expense of its own local goals [41]. As stated in [15], different missions can be applied to sensor environment but these missions may conflict in dynamic sensor environments, therefore, sensor resources have to be matched with related missions in a proper manner.

The coordination of sensors by running sensors as agents helps to realize mission-based tasks [38]. Allowing sensors to be shared and reassigned between different tasks also increases power savings. To verify this reality, Le et al. proposed to decompose missions as tasks and these tasks can share different assets by optimizing the sensor resources according to their reassignment [38]. These sensors, named sensor-agents communicate with each other to cooperate for assigning mission-specific tasks and related assets in an optimum manner. A mission includes tasks where each task has a specific type, own location, operational range and requires a number of sensor types. A task is completed if all the sensor types demanded by it are available and the mission is completed after the completion of all tasks. The overview of this process is given as a flowchart in Figure 11.

As shown below, Table 3 condenses the approaches using sensor nodes as agents as described in Section 3.3.

4. Open Research Issues

In this section we will discuss the open research issues for the agent technologies in sensor networks.

4.1 Mobile Software Agents

Mobile software agents should be used with a realistic middleware support. Therefore, the research issues on mobile software agent use in WSNs may follow two different road maps: the first is the work to build a well-performing middleware design, and the second is the work to design mobile agent-based applications for WSNs.

In middleware projects, instead of the agent-like frameworks, more realistic agent-based middleware platforms can be preferred to work on. From the point of software mobile agent use within a middleware, rather than initiating a different mobile agent-based platform implementation, one of the available ones such as Agilla can be chosen to develop new features within this platform. Agilla middleware may be investigated to provide large number of concurrent WSN applications. There may also be focused on possible correlations of data to be gathered by different agents, which run for different applications in the same network environment.

Among the other middleware platforms, WISEMAN can also be chosen for application-specific WSNs. The factors and the metrics for the application-specific sensor network design may be researched in details on the basis of agent-based platform use. The special trade-off criteria of these metrics for different kinds of applications in different kinds of WSN topologies can be evaluated through different scenarios.

AgentScape may be a promising mobile agent-based middleware platform for various WSN applications. Its IEEE 802.15.4 and ZigBee interfaces are promising and there is a potential to link its agent use with various WSN applications. The conceptual and practical feasibility or infeasibility about bringing pre-deployed WSN applications and AgentScape system together can be researched. If feasible and also flexible, the procedures and/or methodologies for transforming the usual WSN...
scenarios to novel agent-based WSN technologies may be the future work to investigate.

From the design phase to the deployment stage of mobile agent-based applications for WSNs, some heuristics could be searched for some specific applications to find whether an optimization is possible. If it is possible according to the application requirements and objectives, to abstract and consider the scenario as a distributed constraint optimization problem (DCOP) may be remarkable since distributed sensor networks are resource-constrained and agents have so far been used for constraint optimizations.

4.2 Mobile Hardware Agents

4.2.1 Communication Protocols

Mobile hardware agents may run sophisticated algorithms so that we may shift the computationally intensive jobs from sensor nodes to the agents. The algorithms executed on the agent side may be improved to give better services to the sensor nodes. For example in C-SENMA, it is assumed that sensor nodes consume uniform energy and clusterhead selection is based on rotation among the nodes. However, there may be hot spots in the sensor network due to randomness of the occurring events. Besides, clusterheads may fail at any moment leading to the loss of data. The C-SENMA architecture, which is an improved version of SENMA, can be further improved with the energy-efficient and fault-tolerant clusterhead selection. In Pathriana et al.’s and Lee et al.’s localization approaches, the mobile hardware agent may obtain all coordinates of the sensor nodes where this information with the knowledge of transmission range can be used to construct a weighted graph. Mobile agent may execute clustering algorithms or other topology control mechanisms centrally on this graph. Other than these additional services, which are not suitable for distributed implementation in resource constraint sensor networks, services such as security primitives based on asymmetric cryptography [42] may be provided by the mobile agent.

Mobile hardware agents can be clusterheads as proposed in McLaughlan et al.’s k-IDS algorithm. They may move to different locations and stay there to maximize the number of covered sensor nodes and to construct an efficient communication backbone. This ability of the mobile hardware agents can be useful to solve other distributed graph theoretical problems. A Steiner tree is a minimum spanning tree that contains all nodes of a predefined set of nodes, adding other nodes as required and constructing a Steiner tree is an NP-complete problem, but has a constant approximation factor [43]. Steiner trees are useful to construct energy-efficient backbones and to provide multicast infrastructures. Approximation algorithms to solve the Steiner tree problem, where the predefined set of nodes can be the sensor nodes and the other set of nodes can be the mobile hardware agents is an open research issue.

4.2.2 Localization Algorithms

The localization approaches proposed in [26,27] are executed on a single mobile hardware agent. Thus these approaches are prone to single point of failures which means that the localization service given by the agent completely stops when the agent fails. Fault-tolerant solutions may be proposed to overcome this situation. One solution to this problem is the introduction of additional hardware agents in the network and the sensing area can be divided into regions where each agent is responsible to localize the nodes in its predefined region. Each agent may send heartbeat signal periodically to check the situation of each other. For example, if the agent A does not receive a heartbeat signal from the agent B which is in its neighboring region, the agent A may take the responsibility of agent B.

4.2.3 Energy Harvesting Algorithms

Rahimi et al. [28] showed that when 40% of the total nodes are energy producing agents, then the lifetime of the network is guaranteed. Although this study is very important to show the effect of the energy producing mobile agents to the network lifetime, the 40% of value seems costly for sensor networks with thousands of nodes. Better techniques may be applied to reduce the percentage of energy-producing mobile hardware agents.

4.3 Sensor Nodes as Agents

4.3.1 Data Sampling Algorithms

Kho et al. [32] fixed the transmitting rate and data sampling schedule. These parameters may be variable in order to enable sensors to deliver data as soon as possible. This may predict the flooding with a smaller latency. Using the algorithm, time periods can be changed and adapted to different parts of environmental monitoring domain. Different WSN scenarios may also be simulated by changing topological configuration of the approach.

4.3.2 Communication Protocols

Kho et al. [36] experimented advantages of fixed and flexible routing. Coordination message packets and average computation time of a node for fixed routing are 100 times less than flexible routing which delivers
more data to the base station. In flexible routing, only the nearest hop count is considered for energy yield. Nodes owing greater energy could be chosen on the path to the base station in order to construct energy-efficient paths.

In Stranders et al.'s approach [37] when the number of mobile sensors increases, the movement area of each node decreases thus, making it more difficult to move to necessary locations. An agreement approach between sensor nodes may be proposed to solve this problem, for example, a cluster-based movement procedure may be adapted.

Table 4 shows a summary of technologies with the services, drawbacks, and open research issues. Mobile software agents mainly provide the network with an agent middleware with the cost of installation of this middleware to all nodes in the network. Mobile hardware agents provide the network topology with the localization and energy harvesting services with the drawback of hardware costs. As the last technology, the sensor nodes are used as agents to support data sampling and task assignment services, wherein reconfiguration of the agent algorithms for sensors should be considered.

The open research issues on these technologies may include software optimization, security, fault tolerance, energy harvesting, efficient routing, and path planning.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we initially provided a classification of agent technologies for sensor networks as mobile software agents, mobile hardware agents, and sensor nodes themselves as agents. Mobile software agent is a program including an executable task and a status data; and it has the ability to migrate from a sensor node to another one within the network. On the other side, a mobile hardware agent is a specialized powerful device which has the ability to traverse the network to collect information from sensor nodes. Moreover, each sensor node may be an agent itself, which leads to adaptive collaboration and coordination. We show that software agent technologies can be used as middleware platform support to sensor networks, and software agents can cooperatively help sensors accomplish the applications of the whole network. Mobile hardware agents may execute complicated algorithms and they provide network architectures, localization, and energy harvesting. When a sensor node is modeled as agent, adaptive data sampling, flexible routing, and task assignment capabilities in the network are increased.

Secondly, we showed the objectives and pros and cons of each approach. The basic advantage of a mobile software agent is its decision on executing its code on one node or within the part of the network instead of that every node computing the tasks locally. Agent use may present the migration overhead; however, a well-designed agent-based middleware platform may provide basis for the good performance of WSN applications. The communication overhead of sensor nodes is reduced by mobile hardware agents, but the hardware agents have the maintenance costs. The algorithms which model the sensor nodes as agents aim to redesign the existing agent-based approaches by considering the needs of resource constraints of sensor nodes.

Lastly, we provided the open research issues for each agent technology class. We believe that our work may be a good starting point for any further studies in this topic.
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